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1. Dust Theories 1 ... 20:45
2. Dust Theories 2 ... 19:18
3. Edgeboundaries 123 ... 6:26
4. Edgeboundaries 123 (ben.sampl~ mix) ... 4:38
5. ResidueBondage (DJ4’33” anagram mix) ... 10:00
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Kim Cascone’s c74 release Dust Theories brings together a number of current strands of
his ongoing work as a microsound composer, performer, and theorist into a package which
looks back, forward, and sideways. It presents two expansive and immersive slices of emergent
pond life algorithmically generated from the sonic materials familiar to fans of Kim’s earlier
“residualist” recordings and a peek at his first post-Minimal forays into the densely packed
audioscapes of the New Density with Edgeboundaries 123. Dust Theories further continues
the recombinant themes by including two radically different reworkings of Edgeboundaries 123
by Ben Nevile and DJ4’33”. Dust Theories is also the first c74 release to include Max/MSP
patches and a standalone application on the CD that lets users experiment with the tools Ben
Nevile and DJ4’33” used to generate remix material. Cover photograph by Man Ray.

For more information on Kim Cascone, visit his web site: http://www.anechoicmedia.com

c74 (http://www.cycling74.com/c74/) is a label devoted to works by artists the world over who
use Cycling ’74 software technology (Max and MSP, in this case) to make extraordinary music
and art. The label presents the full range of genres and contexts in which the community of
composers and performers who use Cycling ’74 software work -  from traditional
electroacoustic music to electronica and beyond. c74 also features areas of activity not recorded
as such by other labels, such as live performances of interactive systems, less predictable works
by individual artists who are already well known, and hybrid releases which may include
Cycling ’74 software examples in a data portion of the CD.

Cycling ’74 (http://www.cycling74.com), headquartered in San Francisco, CA, develops,
distributes and supports innovative software for composers, artists, and producers who dream
of life above and beyond traditional sequencing and media applications. Cycling '74 products
include the Max graphical programming environment, MSP, the Pluggo collection of
MAX/MSP-based audio plug-ins, and the interactive algorithmic composition program M.


